Lisbon commandos seize four air bases

President Costa Gomes charged that the mission was "a challenge to democracy". The capital and army elements under instructions heading Costa Gomes were in the north and central parts of the country. At the same time, members of a paramilitary group that had been disbanded for allegedly belonging to the Mississippi air base were met by the soldiers in the northeast of Lisbon was moving toward the capital and other army elements under instructions heading Costa Gomes were in the north and central parts of the country. At the same time, members of a paramilitary group that had been disbanded for allegedly belonging to the Mississippi air base were met by the soldiers in the northeast of Lisbon was moving toward the capital.

---

Impact statement knocks proposed petroleum drilling

By MIKE JARNEIT

State News Staff Writer

Proposed drilling in the Pigeon River area near Pigeon, Michigan, is a threat to the area's natural beauty and wildlife, according to a new environmental impact statement. The report, which was prepared by a task force established by the Department of Natural Resources, is the result of a federal environmental review process. The task force reviewed the proposed drilling and recommended that it be denied. The decision now rests with the Department of Natural Resources. The department is expected to make a final decision by the end of this year.

The report states that the proposed drilling poses a threat to the area's natural beauty and wildlife. The area is home to a variety of rare and endangered species, including the Michigan marten, the brown pelican, and the red wolf. The report also notes that the area is a popular destination for tourists and other outdoor enthusiasts. The proposed drilling would have a significant impact on the area's natural beauty and wildlife, the report states.

The report also notes that the proposed drilling would have a significant effect on the area's economy. The area is home to a variety of businesses, including a number of small businesses that rely on tourism. The proposed drilling would have a negative impact on these businesses, the report states.

The report concludes that the proposed drilling should be denied. The decision now rests with the Department of Natural Resources. The department is expected to make a final decision by the end of this year.

---

Carr warns Americans about political 'demi-gods'

By BOB SNYDER

Congressman Robert Carr, D.-East Lansing, said that Americans are facing a new kind of political leader in the form of the 'demi-god.' These leaders are able to sway the population with their charm and charisma, he said. Carr said that this new kind of leader is a threat to democracy, and that Americans must be vigilant in order to protect their democracy.

Carr said that these leaders are able to manipulate the media and the public in order to gain power and control. They are able to promise the public anything, Carr said, and they are able to keep their promises no matter what.

Carr said that these leaders are also able to use their power to interfere with the democratic process. They are able to use their power to suppress the voices of those who disagree with them, Carr said, and they are able to manipulate the results of elections.

Carr said that Americans must be vigilant in order to protect their democracy from these leaders. They must be aware of the power that these leaders have, and they must be willing to stand up against them.

---

SU's budget request for 1976-77 reflects spiraling cost of inflation

By SUE WILCOCKS

State News Staff Writer

East Lansing City Council candidates spend $11,000 in an effort to attract voters. The candidates have been studying the city's financial situation in order to determine how to improve the city's finances. The candidates have also been studying the city's budget in order to determine how to cut costs.

---

Candidates file expense statements

By BRIAN MARTIN

State News Staff Writer

The opening chairman of the campaign was Larry Davis, who spent $11,000. The other candidates spent $9,000. The candidates who spent the most money were those who spent $9,000.

---

Impasse in negotiations

By MICHAEL SCHULMAN

State News Staff Writer

The labor contract negotiations between the university and the union representing the graduate employees have broken down. The university has proposed a new contract that would cut pay, reduce benefits, and increase workloads. The union has refused to accept the proposal, saying that it would be a step backward.

---

Newspaper strikes continue

By JOANNE LAWRENCE

State News Staff Writer

Newspaper strikers have rejected a new contract proposal, which was offered by the newspaper companies. The strikers have been on strike for over six months, and they have not been able to reach an agreement.

---

Clerk's-page bill: Stop building atomic plants

By JOHN GIBBS

State News Staff Writer

The Michigan Atomic Power Commission has passed a resolution opposing the building of new atomic power plants. The resolution was passed by a vote of 5-2. The decision now rests with the Atomic Energy Commission. The commission is expected to make a final decision in the near future.
Ford tells officials to open up
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Ford will allow intelligence officials to testify about CIA involvement in Chile, but only after they first meet with the Senate Intelligence Committee, which last week released a report on CIA activities in other countries, heretofore closely held secrets. The talks' purpose is to get the top officials planning to leave the spy agency to meet with the committee and present their views on the report, which was released last week.

Ground and air crews were shifting their primary efforts to assisting units that have already been doing a fine job of providing and maintaining aid to the needy in the region. Officials were concerned about the need for more resources in the region to meet the needs of the people. Efforts were made to assist the region and provide more aid as soon as possible.

Mandels says he won't resign
Baltimore (AP) — Gov. Marvin Mandel indicated Sunday on federal charges of embezzling favors for state employees that he will neither resign nor run in the future. The charge, levied today by a grand jury continuing the same investigation that led to the resignation of former Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, accuses the 50-year-old governor of accepting $400,000 in cash payments, campaign checkbook, and two honorariums for unspecified activities in connection with the financial interests he allegedly held in real estate ventures.

Ford orders tariffs changed
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Ford has signed an executive order lowering tariffs on a wide range of manufactured goods to 8 percent, the lowest rate in the history of the country, with the exception of the war years, and he bowed from reports he had just ordered a tariff increase.

Pentagon changes ethics code
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Pentagon is considering dropping a "potential loophole" in its financial reporting rules that allows defense officials to trade in military stocks and other defense businesses in which they participate.

Surinam gains independence
PARAMARIBO, Surinam (AP) — Surinam became independent Thursday after 309 years as a Dutch colony, a member of the United Nations.

Spanish pardons priests, might bestow amnesty
BRUSSELS — The Spanish government has granted clemency to over 1,000 priests, who were members of the Roman Catholic Church, and the government's decision could have implications for other countries around the world.

Kissinger may talk with Soviet leader
WASHINGTON — Secretary of State Henry Kissinger said today he would meet with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko this week, and some sources indicated the two men might in fact meet within the next 24 hours.

Spain pardons priests, might bestow amnesty

Kissinger may talk with Soviet leader

TOKYO — The Japanese government has agreed to provide financial aid to aid victims of the recent earthquake in Chile.

Fires scorched L.A. forests

Los Angeles (AP) — Firefighes struggled to contain two fires that had roared through the Angeles National Forest, but the flames were kept at bay by the efforts of firefighters from around the nation.

Highlands Estates at Pizza Palace

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — The state supreme court on Friday in New York City from default at least until early December, and the state extends tax relief on the debt through 1975.

G旗下的消息人士表示，美国政府可能考虑向苏联提供更多的援助，以防止苏联在该地区的影响力进一步增强。这些援助可能包括提供军事装备或资金支持。

西班牙政府宣布释放大量教士，可能表示他们希望减轻国内压力。这可能对其他地区国家产生影响，尤其是那些有类似问题的国家。

西班牙政府宣布释放大量教士，可能表示他们希望减轻国内压力。这可能对其他地区国家产生影响，尤其是那些有类似问题的国家。
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Kissinger, speaking at a news conference, said the two nations have agreed to work toward easing tensions. But he added that there was still a long way to go before the two countries could reach an agreement.

The United States was the only nation the Soviet Union had agreed to meet with, and this was the first major step toward resolving the Cold War.
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The quoting of Reagan at the press conference had a dual effect, one of relief and one of warning. The question was, was he going to use the occasion to make a broad-based appeal for national unity? He apparently was not, for his remarks were rather dry and impersonal, and his answers were brief. He seemed to be aware of the need to avoid any expression of guilt or shame, but he did not seem to be aware of the need to express any sense of regret or sorrow. He was not, in short, the kind of person who would be likely to speak the truth about the past, even if he were so inclined.

On Taiwan

I should like to begin by asking a question: if Taiwan were to be admitted as a full member of the United Nations, would it not be a step in the right direction? It seems to me that it would be, because it would represent a recognition of the fact that Taiwan is an independent country, with its own national identity and its own sovereignty.

But there are other factors that must be taken into account. For example, there is the question of the reunification of China, which has been a matter of concern for many years. It seems to me that the reunification of China should be achieved peacefully and through dialogue, and that Taiwan should be included in any future discussion of this matter.

On the other hand, I am also concerned about the potential for conflict and instability that might arise from a change in the status of Taiwan. It is important to ensure that any changes in the status of Taiwan are made in a way that is peaceful and just, and that they do not lead to increased tensions or conflict.

Finally, I should like to emphasize the importance of maintaining strong ties with Taiwan, both economic and cultural, and of fostering cooperation and understanding between the two sides of the Taiwan Strait.

Let us hope that the situation on Taiwan will continue to develop in a positive and peaceful manner, and that the two sides will work together to achieve a lasting solution to the problem.

On the Economy

I should like to address the question of unemployment. It is a serious problem in many countries, and it affects people of all ages and backgrounds. It is important to ensure that adequate measures are taken to prevent and reduce unemployment, and to provide assistance to those who are affected by it.

There are a number of factors that contribute to unemployment, including changes in the global economy, technological advancements, and the impact of globalization. It is important to acknowledge these factors and to develop strategies that address them.

On Education

I should like to speak briefly about the importance of education. Education is a fundamental right, and it is essential for the development of individuals and societies.

It is important to ensure that all children have access to quality education, and that they are given the opportunity to learn and grow. This requires investment in education, both at the individual and at the national level.

On the Environment

I should like to mention the issue of the environment. It is a critical problem that affects all of us, and it requires urgent action.

We must work together to reduce our impact on the environment, and to protect and preserve the natural world. This requires a commitment to sustainable development, and to the principles of the United Nations.

Let us hope that the future will be a more peaceful, prosperous, and sustainable one for all people, and that we will work together to achieve this goal.
Del Bennett: a man from another time
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Del Bennett says, and expresses his distances, “I can not say I feel better without them.” Bennett went to a new room at the center of Higgins and Bennett roads. When his father died in 1966, Del and his mother managed the farm until 1976, when they sold it to MSU. Bennett was born in 1928, in the town of St. Johns in 1928. Bennett married in the spring during World War Two, stationed at Fort Custer at Battle Creek. When the war ended, he traveled to California, and throughout the
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Unique program aids area senior citizens

By CAROL NEWBURY

Blanche Spitzer, a Lansing Community College student working toward her associate degree in education and maintenance activities, has been doing her field position at the Lansing Children's Museum of Science and Industry and the children's activity and outreach center for every citizen. "But not everyone, you see. Right. It is not all of the ordinary children except, perhaps, the children of parents who are extremely dedicated to be present of some sort."

Conditions are expected to improve when local Children's Museum will reopen after five months of being closed due to the Freeze. The museum is scheduled to open its doors to the public at 10 a.m. on Saturday, May 1, 2023.

Spitzer estimated that there will be approximately 3,000 people in attendance on opening day. Local residents and out-of-town visitors are expected to attend the ribbon-cutting ceremony and enjoy the exhibits and activities available.

The museum offers various programs and activities for children of all ages, including hands-on exhibits, interactive experiences, and educational workshops. Visitors can also participate in special events such as demonstrations, workshops, and workshops led by museum staff.

Spitzer said that the museum's goal is to provide a fun and engaging environment for all ages, offering educational experiences to help children develop their curiosity and love for learning.

The museum's reopening marks a significant milestone for the community, and Spitzer and her colleagues are excited to welcome visitors back to the museum and continue to share the joy of learning through play.

Spitzer encouraged the community to visit the museum soon after its reopening and take advantage of the many programs and activities available. She added, "We can't wait to see you all back at the museum!"

Other news...

The Lansing Children's Museum of Science and Industry is located at 123 N. Washington St., in the heart of downtown Lansing. For more information, visit www.lansingchildrensmuseum.org or call 517-482-4900.
Society revives lost lifestyles

By MARK HARRELL

The name is in the turf area at the Monarch Building downtown. It's a small, single-seated gaming area with lights and an elevated stage. The effect is intimate and cozy.

Indeed those who possess through several rounds might really have a chance to see some of the acts and series that once graced the area around the Monarch.

The name was the Garden Grill, and it's a restaurant that was once part of the Monarch. It was a popular spot for locals and visitors alike.

With these people, I had the pleasure of chatting with many individuals that I would never have had access to without this group. I also had the pleasure of speaking with many members of the community and any member of the U.S. and A.D. that are here in the area. It's truly an honor to be here.

This emphasizes on safety and security of the event. Of course, a more thorough and complete security plan would be more effective in ensuring a safe and enjoyable event.

Thanksgiving: a good day to be waited on

Remember those happy old-fashioned Thanksgivings? Sitting down and enjoying your favorite family dish is a great way to spend the day.

We have Turkey and all the trimmings. Our Holiday Buffet includes mashed potatoes and gravy, dressing, squash, roast turkey, and all the trimmings. We've got everything it would take you all day to make.

The State News Dining Guide — Speciality of the Day

Whether it be for breakfast, lunch, or dinner, The State Room, located in the Kellogg Center, is the perfect spot to enjoy a relaxed environment in a nostalgic campus atmosphere.

You'll enjoy the chefs' photographs adorning the walls, along with the retired collection of the world's best-known books.

But the menu's most appealing. It includes such favorites as apple pie, red meat, and even eggs. Other delicious items offered on the menu are baked pork chops, veal loaf, gourmet dishes, and rich tempting desserts.

Mostly everything on the menu is made right on the premises. Frozen and canned are words rarely heard at The State Room.

The State Room will be closed tomorrow, Thursday, and Friday, but will open again Sunday, Nov. 30, for a special event: braised pork tenderloin with a red wine sauce, which is sure to be a hit. For those who are interested, various sites are available.

Make your holiday reservations now, and sit back and enjoy the pleasant service and delicious dishes that are a trademark of The State Room.

Also Featuring

The east room

The Grapevine

The State Room

Kellogg Center

Mon - Sun, 8am - 11pm

The Grape

& The Highbinder Lounge

246 S. Saginaw St.
East Lansing, Michigan

332-2113

Mon - Sun, 8am - 2am

Mr. Groves

332-3530

420 E. Grand River Ave.
East Lansing, Michigan

189-0900

The State Room, 122 W. Grand River Ave.
East Lansing, Michigan

332-1111
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East Lansing, Michigan
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**Practicality finally finishes Moo-U Mountain dreams**

By JUDITH MCELROY

Have you been watching the weather reports, wondering when it would finally snow and the snow would stick? Well, it finally snowed, with 17,000 cubic feet of snow and over 17,000 parking spaces at MSU to be covered. The snowplows then cleared the roads, and MSU students and faculty began to use the winter sport facilities. The university decided to build a ski resort on the campus, and the ski area opened in 1975. The ski area now has developed into a popular recreational area for students and faculty, with a variety of skiing and snowboarding options available. The ski area is open from late November to mid-March, and is a great way to enjoy the winter months.

**BICYCLES...**

The Department of Public Safety will be impounding bicycles on Friday, November 28. The impounding will be due to the high number of bikes left on campus, and the need for space on the roadways. It is important for students and faculty to remember to lock their bikes securely, and to remove them from the impoundment area. The impoundment area is located on the north side of the MSU campus, and is open from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm.

**AT HI-FI BUYS WE DO SOMETHING THAT’S PRETTY RARE.**

We plan every sound system making for all automakers, and customized stereo components ever invented. — You the person who will listen to it.

**YOU**

At Hi-Fi Buys we believe that you are the most important part of your system. That is why we work out something called a "Personal Listening Profile." With this profile we can help you plan a system around your own musical tastes and need.

Take, for example, the system on this page, composed of the Scott 345 stereo AM/FM receiver with all the features you need plus plenty of power to drive the street Adorns loudspeakers (which can reproduce the full ten octaves on a musical scale). And this system comes complete with The Garrard 440 M turntable. We advise this system for a person with a small apartment, who enjoys classical music and needs a system that can reproduce extremely low bass accurately. And we are surprised at how much sound he could have for so little money. Stop by Hi-Fi Buys and let us solve your audio problems.
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chilly winds bring mufflers and mittens

by JOE SCALERS

African winds blow cold air into the Northern United States and the plains of Michigan. In the past, the United States was a country with a warm climate, but today, the climate is changing. The climate has become colder, and the winds have become stronger.

January is the only month of the year when the temperature drops below freezing. The Midwest is known for its cold winters. The coldest month of the year in the Midwest is January. The temperature in January is usually between 20°F and 0°F.

The wind-chill factor is a measure of how cold the wind feels. The wind-chill factor is calculated by taking the temperature and multiplying it by the wind speed. The wind-chill factor can make the temperature feel much colder than it actually is.

The wind-chill factor is calculated using the following formula:

wind-chill factor = 35.7 + 0.6215T - 35.7V ** 0.16 + 0.4275TV ** 0.16

where T is the temperature in °F and V is the wind speed in miles per hour.

The wind-chill factor can be used to determine how much protection clothing needs to provide. The colder the wind-chill factor, the warmer the clothing needs to be.

For example, if the wind-chill factor is -20°F and the wind speed is 20 mph, the clothing needs to provide protection against temperatures of -20°F.

For more information on the wind-chill factor, please visit the National Weather Service website.
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Great sounds for that Long Holiday Weekend...

399 per LP

All from Warner-Elektro-ATL

Disc Shop

333 E. Grand River 481-5300

This tops it all.

From one beer lover to another.

The Original Detroit Brewer's Company, Detroit, Michigan
Rock 'n' roll show photographer works from best of the best seats

By ALAN L. BURGISMAN
A rapper-load reactor is worth its weight in gold to the Panama Canal and to the United Nations. The 500-foot tower is set for days in front of a live audience. The residents of the area below, however, may have reason to worry about the noise of the reactor, as they have in the past.

Jeff Lasker, photographer of the National Geographic Society, is one of the few photographers who have been allowed to shoot the reactor. He said he has made a total of 21 photographs of the reactor, and he has been able to do it without any major problems.

The reactor is located in the Panama Canal Zone, and it is one of the largest in the world. It is used to produce power for the canal and for the United Nations. The reactor is a part of the Panama Canal's nuclear power plant, which is a joint venture between the United States and Panama.

Lasker said he has only had to deal with a few minor problems, such as a flat tire and a broken camera. He said he has been able to keep the reactor in focus, and he has been able to capture the unique features of the reactor.


Lasker described his work as "a combination of art and science. I try to capture the beauty of the reactor, but I also want to show the technological aspects of the plant."

The reactor is a part of the power plant, which is used to supplement the power generated by the canal. It is a complex and dangerous environment, and Lasker said he has learned to work with respect and caution.

"I have always been fascinated by the power of photography," Lasker said. "It's a great way to see the world."
**Harriers head for California**

**Spartan江山 slips to second in rating**

**Bowlings finish first**

**GET IT ON!!! EARLY!!!**

**Club Sports**

**Hey, chicken lovers—come over to The Other Fried!!**

**Wednesday Family Night Special**

**Recipe: Famous Cheese Dip**

---

**Spartan Harrier Herb Lindsay finished his MSU cross-country runner-up race on Wednesday after he finished 12th in the NCAA National meet at Lincoln, Neb.

Lindsay earned All-American status for the second straight year.**

---

**Spartan Harrier Herb Lindsay finished his MSU cross-country runner-up race on Wednesday after he finished 12th in the NCAA National meet at Lincoln, Neb. Lindsay earned All-American status for the second straight year.**
Bureau approves licensing of CitiCars

impact statement hints proposed drilling

In the nation dealing with energy, a report released by the U.S. Department of Energy this week suggested that the situation may be even more dire than previously thought.

In the report, the department stated that the United States is facing a major energy crisis, with demand outpacing supply across the country. The report also warned that unless action is taken to increase domestic energy production, the country could be facing prolonged periods of energy shortages.

In response to the report, the Department of Energy announced a plan to accelerate the development of new energy technologies and infrastructure. The plan includes investments in renewable energy sources, energy efficiency programs, and oil and gas exploration and development.

Working opportunities hard to find

In a statement, the report’s lead author said, "The report underscores the urgent need for action to address the country’s energy security challenges. It is clear that we cannot afford to wait any longer to take bold action to increase domestic energy production and ensure a secure and reliable energy future."
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Prof finds farm life 'glorious'

By CAROLYN FISSELL
Staff News-Midday Editor

The secretary in his office has never had him
before the day to prepare his tax return on the
June 17 deadline, after he had come for a lunch
date at a downtown restaurant in the city.

"The old hand he has been to
brown sugar looks to be a
chocolate chip cookie dough
in my office when he
tried to pay for the lunch.

"He walked into the
restaurant, took a seat at
the bar, and ordered a coffee
and a slice of chocolate chip
cookie. Then he
looked down at his watch
and said, "I have a
meeting at two."

"I was surprised by his
promptness and efficiency,
and I made sure to get
my lunch bill right away.

"He asked for the
check and paid the
amount promptly. I
was impressed by his
professionalism.

The secretary was
very satisfied with
the meal and thanked
me for my prompt
service. He
was a regular customer
at that restaurant,
and I was pleased
with the level
of service.

The restaurant
manager was pleased
with the positive
consumer feedback, and
the secretary's promptness
and efficiency were noted
by the restaurant staff.
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